FLEX

YOUR
WORKFORCE
Why let Wi-Fi tie you down when you can experience freedom
on the T-Mobile® Data Strong® network? Pick up the latest
tablet and see how easy it is to check email, walk through a
presentation, and more—virtually anywhere on the T-Mobile
network, with no data overages.

Mobile Internet without limits.
The Simple Choice™ plan includes no data overages, no
annual service contracts, and now includes the U.S., Mexico,
and Canada. Plus with Data Stash™, your unused 4G LTE
data—up to 20 GB—rolls forward to the next month for up to
12 months. All for no extra charge.

Samsung Galaxy Tab® A 8.0

Simple Choice for tablets:
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Tablet plans with 6 GB and more includes Binge On™ video streaming that
lets you stream unlimited video on popular services like Netflix, HBO NOW,
Hulu and more without using your high-speed data.

Get started today!

Capable device required to achieve 4G LTE speeds. Limited-time offer; subject to change. Taxes and fees additional. Not all features available on all devices. Mobile Internet Service: Credit approval, deposit, and $15 SIM starter kit may be
required. If you switch plan options, you may be bound by existing term (including early termination provisions) and/or charged an up to $200 fee. Taxes approximately 6%–28% of your monthly bill. Partial megabytes rounded up. Full speeds
available up to monthly allotment, including tethering; then slowed to up to 2G speeds for rest of billing cycle. Certain uses, e.g., some speed test apps, may not count against high-speed data allotment or have speeds reduced after allotment
reached. US roaming and on-network data allotments differ; see your selected service for details. Not for extended international use; you must reside in the U.S. and primary usage must occur on our U.S. network. Music Streaming:
Qualifying Simple Choice North America plan required. Licensed music streaming from included services does not count towards Simple Choice North America 4G LTE data allotment on T-Mobile’s network or in Canada/Mexico; song
downloads, video content, and non-music audio content excluded. Music streamed using Smartphone Mobile HotSpot (tethering) service may count towards 4G LTE allotment. For included services, see list at T-Mobile.com/offer/free-musicstreaming; check list frequently as more services may be added. No overages for domestic postpaid, non-pooled use; pay-per-use charges may apply on some services (e.g., Pooled & Pay As You Go). Data Stash: Up to 20GB of on-network
data from past 12 months carries over to next billing cycle for as long as you maintain qualifying postpaid service. Free 200 MB Mobile Internet data and roaming allotments do not carry over. Not combinable with Match Your Data offer; other
promotional offers and discounts may also be excluded. Data does not begin carrying over until after free 10 GB runs out. Free 10 GB: Limited-time offer; subject to change. Once per customer. Qualifying service required. Data available
until 12/31/15. Unused data has no cash value. Device and screen images simulated. Coverage not available in some areas. Network Management: Service may be slowed, suspended, terminated, or restricted for misuse, abnormal use,
interference with our network or ability to provide quality service to other users, or significant roaming. Customers who use an extremely high amount of data in a bill cycle will have their data usage de-prioritized compared to other customers
for that bill cycle at locations and times when competing network demands occur, resulting in relatively slower speeds. See T-Mobile.com/OpenInternet for details. T-Mobile and the magenta color are registered trademarks of Deutsche
Telekom AG. All other trademarks and trade names are property of their respective owners. © 2015 T-Mobile USA, Inc.

